Dictators go shopping
THERE WILL ALWAYS BE CONFLICT, TERRORISM AND GREED, CORRUPTION AND PSYCHOPATHS

This is really an excuse, not a myth. We are humans, we will always need peace keepers and total disarmament is not feasible. On the other hand supplying weapons to people with unaddressed grievances makes violence inevitable.

**FACT:** More and more people alive today have known nothing but war. Living with unending horror rots ethical values, breeds cruelty and beastliness. Sexual assault and rape become weapons: women and girls their forgotten victims.

**FACT:** By continuing to treat armaments as a legitimate business like any other - by selling arms indiscriminately to whoever will pay and allowing arms fairs like Eurosatory - we are promoting death, degradation and the destruction of the very values we are supposed to hold most precious.

THE GREEDY PSYCHOPATHS AREN'T JUST FOUND IN DESERTS AND JUNGLES.

PAS DE SALON DE L’ARMEMENT À PARIS!

STOP FUELLING WAR

www.stopfuellingwar.org